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This report aims to provide guidance
g
for European Union
U
(EU) Se
eveso inspecctors on the role of safe
ety performa
ance
ators, SPIs, that
t
are com
mmonly used by major ha
azard operato
ors in the con
ntrol of majo
or risks and management of
indica
proce
ess safety. It provides a definition
d
and
d explains the
e purpose of a safety perrformance indicator. It alsso describes the
appro
oaches to de
esigning and selecting an
n SPI progra
amme. It givves informatiion on how the SPI prog
gramme can be
imple
emented in o
order to rema
ain a dynamic tool for mo
onitoring the risk control system
s
throu
ughout the liffe of a chem
mical
hazarrd site. It alsso includes re
eferences to the
t leading guidance
g
prod
duced by govvernment and
d industry on
n developing and
a
imple
ementing effe
ective safety performance
e measures.

Safe
ety Performaance Indicato
ors (SPI) are referred to in
Annex III of the EU Seveso III Directive w
within the issu
ue
of monitoring
performancce, that is, the ongoing
m
asse
essment of ccompliance with
w the objjectives set by
the operator’s Major Acccident Prevvention Policy
(MA
APP) and saffety manageement system
ms (SMS) an
nd
the mechanismss for taking corrective measures.
m
Th
he
text of the Directive is clear that the use of SPIs iss a
posssibility and not a bindin
ng requirem
ment, and also
thatt other relevant indicators mayy be usefu
ul.
Exam
mples of other indicators maay be fro
om
safety
occu
upational
managemen
nt
system
ms,
enviironmental managemen
nt systems or integriity
man
nagements syystems – the
e aim being to
t use existin
ng
information rath
her than unn
necessarily geenerating neew
indiccators. This sets the context for thee purpose an
nd
appllication of SPIs in the co
ontext of Seveso Directivve
implementation and processs safety in geeneral. [6]
From
m 8‐10 April 2018 the European
E
Commission an
nd
the Austrian ggovernment hosted a workshop
w
f
for
Seve
eso inspecto
ors targeted
d at achievving a clearrer
understanding o
of
• How
H
SPIs aree being used to monitor process safeety
in Seveso esstablishmentts
performance
p
• Approaches
A
to selectingg and impleementing SP
PIs
and
a exampless of what typ
pical SPIs loo
oks like

•

Experiencess of different Sevesso inspection
authorities on the use SPIs in enfforcement and
monitoring

Thiss report sum
mmarises th
he current state
s
of good
pracctice emerging from the workshop exxchanges.
1. Definitio
on (what are SPIs?)
S

Seveeral definitio
ons of SPIs exist
e
across industry
i
but in
broaad terms SPIs are pro
oxy measurees for proceess
safeety which a major
m
hazard
ds operator would
w
consid
der
critical to the control
c
and managemen
nt of its majjor
hazaards. SPIs can be considered to fo
orm part off a
safeety managem
ment system
m which generally includ
des
the following eleements:


A safety policy



Organisation
nal arrangements to su
upport safety.
This requires the coordinatio
on, selectio
on,
supervision and trainin
ng of staff to support the
safety policyy and processses



A safety plan. Standardss and processses for safety,
including ussing risk assessment



A means of measuring safety performancce.
Processes and
a
data are
a
required
d to monittor
current an
nd past safety perfo
ormance and
anticipate th
hat of the future
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major accidents, especially in the aftermath of
Grangemouth in 2000 and Texas City in 2005, it has
been found that the monitoring of process safety
performance has been wrongly conflated with that
of personal safety. Personal safety performance
measurement is primarily focused on the negative
outcomes of workplace incidents and illness. The
most common way to identify these failures is the
assessment of ‘lost‐time injury frequency rates’
which measure the number of working hours or days
lost through workplace injury and work‐related
illness. While the monitoring of injuries is clearly a
necessary component of a safety management
system there are several reasons for not relying too
heavily on measures of injury to reflect the overall
safety of a system. [6]

A means of reviewing safety performance. This
requires the assessment of safety performance
against the safety objectives. This may involve
processes such as incident investigation, safety
surveys, audits and reviews as well as SPIs
Feedback to improve safety performance.
Mechanisms to ensure improvements are
captured for and communicated to all relevant
staff

It is worthwhile to point out that SPIs are not the only
means of monitoring and reviewing safety
performance. Conversely, SPIs will not address every
aspect of safety related performance. As an analogy
SPIs are neither a chosen destination nor the route to
that destination but are signposts along the route.
2. Application (Who uses SPIs?)

SPIs originated with the hazardous industries, mainly
oil and gas producers and chemical manufacturers.
They are still largely developed by and for hazardous
industry
operators
particularly
multinational
companies, but they may be equally useful in other
hazardous industries and in downstream industries
where significant chemical hazards are present in
daily operations (e.g., used as fuel or for
refrigeration).
The degree to which inspection
authorities encounter the use of SPIs on their Seveso
sites can depend on the nature of the industries in
their jurisdiction and the regulatory culture.
SPIs within the context of the Seveso III Directive are
owned by the operator of the establishment.
Generally, they should not be defined by external
forces such as government agencies. It may however
be beneficial to agree on a set of indicators which are
shared with government inspectors to demonstrate
the performance level of the SMS in question. As each
MAPP and SMS should be specific to the operator and
the establishment, the set of indicators which are
developed will, in total, be specific to that
establishment. [6] For example, SPIs have been
developed by authorities with industry to address
elevated risks from ageing infrastructure and to
monitor risk control in the offshore oil industry.



Under‐reporting. An emphasis on injury and ill‐
health rates as a measure, particularly when
related to reward systems, can lead to such
events not being reported to ‘maintain’
performance



If an event results in an actual consequence
(harm or damage) is often a matter of chance, so
it will not necessarily reflect whether a hazard is
under control



An organisation can have a low injury rate
because of luck or fewer people exposed, rather
than because it manages health and safety
effectively



Lost time injuries can be used simply as a
judgement of safety performance, rather than to
understand the contributory factors and
underlying causes behind the injury rate

And equally
• There is little proven correlation between
personal safety statistics (such as slips, trip and
falls) and control of major accident hazards (such
as loss of containment of flammable or toxic
material)
Several major accidents have occurred on sites which
have enjoyed exemplary records in personal safety.
Bearing all this in mind when it comes to process
safety, SPIs seek to address the following key
questions:

3. Purpose (what do SPIs do?)

Over the last decade SPIs have been of increasing
interest to operators because in several instances of
2



Is the operator management of major hazards
proportionate to the risk?



Is the operator control of major hazards
effective? (doing the right things)



Is the operator control of major hazards reliable?
(doing things right consistently)



Is the operator getting better or worse over
time?



Does the operator have an effective safety
management system in place across all parts of
the organisation?



Is the organisation supportive of process safety,
particularly in the face of competing demands and
significant organisational changes?

are performing, e.g., are they being complied
with, are they achieving the desired results?
•

One specific aspect that is also mentioned in the
Seveso Directive is the reporting, investigation and
follow‐up of major accidents and ‘near misses’.
It should therefore be clear that SPIs are an
information tool. However, they are not the only
information tool (others include accident reports, audit
reports and other business performance documents)
and care should be taken when establishing an SPI
system that the indicators themselves do not become
the purpose of the process.

In addressing these key questions, SPIs should always
align to the major accident scenarios which are
outlined in the MAPP and described in a safety report.
Furthermore, SPIs should be integrated into a safety
management system so that they focus effectively
and reliably on control of major hazards.

5. Types of SPIs

SPIs can be considered to fall into two camps, lagging
and leading (alternatively, outcome and activity)
indicators.

4. Scope (what do SPIs cover)

Lagging SPIs are retrospective measures of failure and
are useful for external benchmarking. Examples
would include instances of losses of containment in
terms of leaks and spills which could lead to
hazardous effects such as fires, explosions and
releases of toxic materials. Lagging indicators monitor
the outputs from the process. Corrective action is
taken if the outputs deviate from the required
standard. The control is reactive, as corrective action
cannot be initiated until the undesirable outputs have
occurred.

In terms of major hazards SPIs will cover those risks
which the operator believes to be essential for
satisfactory control of these hazards. Some of these
will become apparent through operating experience
and investigation of events such as accidents, losses
of control, near misses and non‐compliances. Other
SPIs will be focused on the preservation of the basis
of safety including engineering design, management
of change and competency of operating staff.
It is not the ambition that performance indicators are
set against all elements of all risk control systems on a
complex installation, or that collection and analysis of
data should be unnecessarily resource intensive.
Neither is an overload of SPIs required. It is important
to have a manageable number of carefully selected
and targeted good quality SPIs to provide assurance
across the whole business.

In contrast, leading SPIs promote preventative actions
before the hazard manifests as an incident and are
useful for internal tracking of performance. They
monitor inputs to safe operation before any adverse
outcomes have occurred. Leading performance SPIs
provide feedback early in the process and enable pro‐
active corrections to be made before any adverse
outputs have resulted. To do this, performance
standards are required for each of the inputs being
measured.

Specifically, SPIs should inform the operator of the
Seveso establishment as to [6]:
•

Whether the objectives of the MAPP are being
reached;

•

How well the individual procedures and processes

Whether the mechanisms for taking corrective
measures achieve their purpose, i. e., are
deviations identified, are the underlying causes
for deviations investigated and understood are
appropriate corrective actions taken and
communication processes initiated?

Lagging SPIs inevitably represent a bottom line for
safety performance, but clearly it would be absurd for
3

Tier 1
Major
incident
Tier 2
Process safety incidents
with lesser severity

Tier 3
Challenges to protection layers,
including near misses
Tier 4
Lack of operating discipline, Management system
performance indicators
Figure 1 Tier‐based approach to selecting SPIs [3]
incident. There would also be an elevated risk
a major hazards operator to rely entirely on lagging
exposure if there are significant gaps in risk control
SPIs to understand its own safety performance.
standards. Possible examples include:
Simply waiting for disaster to strike is irresponsible. A
more proactive approach is to both identify the major
 Diesel firewater pump extended outage – total
accident precursors and address these. Ideally, a
reliance on electrically driven machines and
combination of lagging and leading SPIs is desirable.
therefore exposed to power failure during fire
emergency.
There are a number of approaches for selecting
indicators so that the SPIs are effective for evaluation
and improvement of safety performance. The tier‐
based and barrier approach are two of the most
common approaches used, developed by the Center
for Chemical Process Safety (CCPS) and the UK Health
and Safety Executive (HSE), respectively.



Management of change (MoC) process failed to
specify operator training required before new
system started up.



Permit to work non‐compliance: error on
equipment number.

A near miss (Tier 3) is an incident with no actual
consequence. However, if the circumstances were
slightly different there could have been serious
consequences. Examples include:

The tier-approach

The tier‐based approach is illustrated in the incident
pyramid in Figure 1. According to this model, lagging
indicators are associated with events closer to the top
of the pyramid whereas leading indicators are
associated with events or conditions towards the
base.[3]
Tier 4 includes proactive evaluations and continuous
improvement efforts, such as operational discipline
surveys, management reviews, process safety
management system audits, and field observations.
SPIs in this category are aimed to highlight a
potentially elevated risk exposure relating to
conditions and acts of commission or omission that
increase the likelihood or consequences of a potential
4



Minor leak from hydrocarbon line due to
incorrect gasket on pump discharge flange – able
to switch to spare pump, isolate and fix the fault
without a plant shutdown.



High liquid level in flare knockout drum; level
indicator faulty – but problem identified by
operator visual checks before liquid carried over
to flare stack.



Defective construction weld on hydrocarbon
lined is discovered by inspection at turnaround.

Lagging and leading
indicatorss
Lagging and
a leading
indicators
Laggging and leaading
ind
dicators
Lagging and
a leading
indicators
Figure 1 Th
he Swiss Chee
ese model

nisation’s de
efences again
nst failure are
a
whicch an organ
treaated as barriers, and the failed barriers are
a
reprresented by the holes in
i each slicee of the Swiss
cheeese.[7] Figu
ure 2 illustrates leadingg and lagging
indicators from
m the perspective of
o identifying
poteential weakn
nesses in baarriers (leading indicators)
or barriers
b
thatt have failed
d (lagging ind
dicators). The
T
proccess safety performancce should bee designed to
provvide ongoin
ng assurancce that risks are being
adequately conttrolled. Lead
ding and laggging indicato
ors
should be estab
blished in a structured and
a systematic
wayy for each critical
c
risk control
c
systeem within the
who
ole process safety
s
managgement systeem.

Som
me examples of a minor in
ncident (Tierr 2) include:


Pump seal leak – hydrrocarbon releeased but not
ignited.



Emergencyy shutdown of process unit due to
heater tubee failure



Leak on hyd
drocarbon piping – weld failure due to
constructio
on defect.



Flexible ho
ose bursts on truck lo
oading rack –
manual em
mergency safe
ety shutdow
wn activated by
operator

So
ome examplees of a majorr incident (Tie
er 1) includee:


Vapor cloud
d explosion from hydrrocarbon leak
causing fatalities and maajor damage.



Floating roo
of full surfacce fire takingg several daays
to extinguish
h.



Spill fire ben
neath vacuum
m tower causing collapsee.



Uncontrolled
d internal tube leak resulting in
complete deestruction off furnace.

Plantts may diffeer in terms of types of
o risk control
systeems that sho
ould be coverred by the SP
PI programm
me.
As exxamples, HSSE lists plantt change, in
nspections and
main
ntenance, staaff competen
nce, operatin
ng procedurees,
emerrgency arrangements,, and permit‐to‐wo
p
ork
systeems, but the
ere can be many
m
more.. The IChem
mE
Safetty Centre (ISC) propo
oses one approach
a
th
hat
barriers can be
b classifie
ed into sixx “function
nal
elem
ments”, whiich are engineering and desiggn,
know
wledge and design, syystems and
d procedurees,
monitoring and evaluation,
e
h
human
facto
ors, and safeety
cultu
ure [11]. Taable 1 showss leading ind
dicators called
lead process safe
ety metrics th
hat ISC publiished for theese

The barrier appro
oach

The barrier app
proach is based on the well‐know
wn
“Swiss cheese m
model”, developed by Jam
mes Reason, in
5

Table 1: ISC, 2015 Lead Process Safety Metrics [11]
Elements

Metrics

Knowledge and competence

Conformance with process safety related role competency requirement

Engineering and design

Deviations to safety critical elements (SCE)
Short term deviation to SCE
Open management of change on SCEs
Demand on SCE
Barriers failing on demand

Systems and procedures

SCE Inspections Performed Versus Planned
Barriers fail on test
Damage to primary containment detected on test/inspection
SCE maintenance deferrals (approved corrective maintenance deferrals following
risk assessment)
Temporary operating procedures (TOPs) open
Permit to work checks performed to plan
Permit to work non‐conformance
Number of process safety related emergency response drills to plan

Assurance

Number of process safety related audits to plan
Number of nonconformances found in process safety audits

Human factors

Compliance with critical procedures by observation
Critical alarms per operator hour
Standing alarms

Culture

Open process safety items
Number of process safety interactions that occur

Conception

categories. Figure 3 shows an alternative way to look
at risk control systems.

The conception phase is about assigning roles and
responsibilities and considering who needs to be
involved, who is taking the lead, who is providing
direction, whose buy‐in is needed, and who needs to
be consulted. Once this framework is in place, the
implementation team can then identify the major
accident barriers by interrogating the risk profile of the
operation, understanding what can go seriously wrong
and prioritising the areas for SPIs.

There is also a distinction between those SPIs used at
different organisational levels of a major hazards
business, as illustrated in Figure 4 (p. 8) and is heavily
influenced by the needs of the different end users. At
the plant level there is a greater number of SPIs to
control major hazards and as these are aggregated and
rolled up to higher organisation levels there will
necessarily be fewer SPIs.

Design

6. Description of the SPIs process

SPI programmes can be considered to comprise four
phases, that is: conception, design, operation, and
evaluation. Generally, the greater the workforce
engagement during each phase the more likely that
SPIs will become a successful tool in managing process
safety. Conversely minimal workforce engagement
during the process is more likely to result in the
programme being neglected or even abandoned.

The design phase is about the selection and definition
of SPIs. This process requires identifying the risk
controls in place for the major accident barriers and
focusing on those that are both critical and vulnerable.
Lagging SPIs should provide feedback on how well
barriers are working. Leading SPIs then measure what
needs to be accomplished in order to ensure success.
Lagging and leading SPIs are developed in turn for the
6
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Eme
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Eme
ergency
Exe
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Strategyy
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n
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Figu
ure 2 Schemaatic of typicaal risk contro
ol systems
major accident baarriers that have
h
been id
dentified in th
he
conce
eption phasee.

•

Control of work ‐ permit non‐compliaances
C
(open/closed
d)

As far as the SPIss themselves it is imporrtant that they
are well
w groundeed into the operation and
a
meet th
he
SMAR
RT requirements as below:

•

C
Compliance
a
audits
‐ actio
on items oveerdue

•

Inspection scchedule ‐ oveerdue inspecction
r
recommenda
ations

Sufficcient

•

Operating en
O
nvelopes ‐ op
perating win
ndow
e
excursions

•

Process hazaard analysis‐ scheduled hazard
P
h
review
ws
a completeed and assocciated action
and
n items
c
completed

•

EEmergency plans
p
‐ crisis managemen
nt exercises
(actual versus target)

•

TTraining and competencyy ‐ staff safety critical
c
competencie
es compliance

•

Managemen
M
nt of change – open MoC
Cs & overdue
e
t
temporary
M
MoCs

Eno
ough data to
o drive imprrovement ovver
thee reporting period
p

Meassurable Datta can be colllected efficiently
Accurate

Wo
orkforce will accept thee accuracy of
thee data

Reliable

Wo
orkforce buyy into valuee of providing
datta

eted
Targe

Foccused on inccidents and weaknesses
w
in
riskk controls

The following
f
aree examples of
o SPIs that typically me
eet
the SMART criterria:
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Note that on different sites there may be equally good
or better alternatives to measure the elements above.
The selection will depend on what is relevant and
practical for the site, and the characteristics of the risk
control system.

Hence, at periodic intervals, the SPIs should be
evaluated as to whether they are providing sufficient
feedback on safety performance and that the targets
of the measures are relevant for that purpose. This
review may trigger a new cycle of conception, design,
operation, and evaluation.

Operation

In this context, it is important to recognise that SPIs
The operation phase concerns the collection and
may have a finite life. When specific SPIs fail to add
analysis of data which supports the defined SPIs. The
value then they should be retired especially as and
frequency of collecting, analyzing, and reporting the
when new indicators are introduced. Some operators
data needs to match the rate at which the risk control
will adopt a policy of “one SPI in, one SPI out” in order
might
degrade,
whilst
to keep the total number
providing a meaningful
of SPIs to a manageable
number of data points. The
level.
This
number
Conception
data analysis needs to be
depends on the capacity
presented in a clear manner
and appetite of a business
so that decisions for action
to both analyse and act
can be taken. It is important
on the SPIs and the value
to remember that SPIs only
each is believed to add to
provide benefit if action is
Evaluation
Design
the management of major
taken to make corrections
hazards.
or improvements.
7. Techniques
evaluating SPIs

Evaluation

for

Risk control systems tend to
There are a number of
Operation
degrade over time. This can
ways to review SPIs to
go unnoticed, particularly
help
understand
where degradation may not
whether the operator’s
have an obvious impact on day‐to
Figure 3 SPI Design Process
SPI programme is properly
day site operations. For example,
targeted and calibrated to generate accurate
failure to maintain a pressure relief valve on a vessel
feedback on process safety performance. These
will probably not affect normal operation but could
strategic questions can be used equally by
lead to catastrophic failure during a process upset. It
is good practice to use SPIs to proactively detect
operators or inspectors to examine the
weaknesses or failures within the critical systems.
effectiveness the effectiveness of the site’s SPI
This enables remedial action to be taken before,
programme.
rather than in the wake of, a major accident.
Where SPIs have not been established or where SPIs
Operators should regularly assess and review how
exist but are not effective then operators/inspectors
well they are managing their major risks. This can
should consider the following questions:
involve the targeted sampling and testing of risk
• Is this part of a wider issue? If there are no SPIs
control measures. Senior managers should regularly
for several of the critical control areas and there
ask themselves as to whether they have a satisfactory
are no other effective means of monitoring
grasp of the SPIs which are being reported upwards to
performance, this can indicate significant
them in making appropriate risk informed decisions.
weaknesses in the safety management systems
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Corporat
C
e

Facility

Plant

•Generic with
w very few
w SPI's, refleccting commo
on process saafety systems in all busin
ness units.
Data is veery succinct and
a focuses on
o major hazzards only

•The facilitty SPI's reflecct the major hazards scenarios relevaant to the sitte. The barrieers managing
these majjor hazard sccenarios are described

•These aree bespoke SP
PI's monitorin
ng the performance of th
he specific te
echnologies aand systems
present in
n the section
n of the plantt in question. There may be several in
ndicators

F
Figure
4 SPIs can be assigned to diffe
erent levels of
o the organis
sation

•

Iff SPIs are b
being monito
ored but fin
ndings are not
acted
a
upon, this suggessts a preocccupation wiith
analysis,
a
“p
paralysis byy analysis”, or simp
ply
organisationa
o
al inertia

Evvaluating corp
porate leadersship and the SPI program

Goo
od leadership is essential for a ssuccessful SPI
S
proggramme and
d senior man
nagers shoulld be regularly
challlenging them
mselves, and
d inspectors may also find
it u
useful to challenge
c
th
hem, with the following
questions [8]:

Evaluating SPIss after process safety incid
dents

A prrocess safetyy incident, bee it of actual or potentially
serio
ous consequ
uence, pressents an op
pportunity for
f
operators to invvestigate wh
hich key eleements of riisk
conttrol have faailed, e.g., protective vs.
v mitigato
ory
Investigaators/inspectors
barrriers.
[10]
shou
uld
estaablish wheth
her SPIs werre being useed to monittor
them
m. If so, theyy should checck:
•

•

•
•

•

•

Do you rely mainly
D
m
on peersonal accid
dent and inju
ury
r
rates
to mon
nitor safety performancce within yo
our
o
organisation?
?

•

D you have specific SPIss for major hazard risks?
Do

•

The
T usefulneess of the in
nformation received, e.gg.,
are
a
they measuring
m
t
the
wrong things such
parameters
p
w
where there is a weak or
o tenuous link
to
o a credible major accideent scenario?

Were you in
W
nvolved in setting
s
the SPIs for yo
our
o
organisation
and do theese measurees reflect yo
our
u
understandin
ng of the main
m
processs safety rissks
w
within
your organisation?
o
?

•

Was
W the indiccator too farr removed fro
om the criticcal
control,
c
e.g.., competen
nce being measured by
training courrses attended rather thaan assessmeent
of
o critical stafff against cleear competen
nce criteria??

Do you havee a manageaable numberr of SPIs or do
D
y ‘over me
you
easure’ becaause you find
d it difficult to
id
dentify the main
m
areas of
o vulnerability within yo
our
o
organisation?
?

•

Was
W the ind
dicator set against freq
quent enouggh
events
e
to givee useful information?

Do you undeerstand whatt the changee in the stattus
D
o each meassure means for
of
f the contrrol of risk?

•

Was
W the indicator toleran
nce approprriate, e.g., SP
PIs
set against damaging excursions
e
b
beyond
desiggn
to
olerance of tthe plant?

Are you certtain that the
A
e information SPIs provide
leeads directlyy to a changge in the way you manage
r
risk?

•

Do you always expect th
D
he status of the SPIs to be
a
acceptable?

•

Does the culture of you
D
ur organisatiion encourage
u
upward
repo
orting of bad news?

In
n cases where the SPI was appropriate, we
ere
safety decissions beingg made baased on th
he
in
nformation rreceived?
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•

•

9. Types of safety performance indicators for
different sectors and maturity levels

Do you regularly review the range of SPIs you have
to ensure that they reflect the main vulnerable
areas in your management of risk?

Typically, multinational companies and global players
have SPIs that are established at a corporate level and
mandated to be collected and reported upwards from
site level. This top down approach has its advantages
and can prove beneficial if information and outcomes
flow both ways such that all workers are engaged in
the SPI programme.

Do you benchmark your major hazard performance
against other organisations in the same or similar
sectors?
8. Communication of SPI results

The success that an organisation realises from its use
of SPIs will be primarily determined by how effectively
it communicates performance outcomes. It is
important to actively and openly report, present and
share these across all levels of the organisation. This
includes everyone from the executives and senior
management that make decisions about how
resources will be allocated to line management,
supervisors and workers who will be responsible for
introducing and acting upon any operational change.

In addition, several trade bodies or group of
companies who have similar operations have
collaborated at a national and European level to
produce a SPI template for their particular industry
sector. (See References [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [11]) This
works well when there is little variability between the
operations of the individual companies but would not
be suitable for a varied industry such as specialty
chemicals manufacturing.

Many major hazard organisations use awards,
incentives and recognition schemes to encourage
interest amongst staff towards SPIs and improved
management. Leading performance indicators are
ideally suited for use in incentive schemes. The process
for identifying suitable indicators helps to increase
workforce engagement and develops ownership of the
programme

Safety performance indicators may also be used in the
public sector to monitor themselves in the
performance of their role in reducing chemical
accident risk. The OECD has produced guidance for
developing SPIs for both industry as well as for public
authorities and communities with responsibilities
associated with protecting citizens and workers from
chemical accidents.[13] [14] [14] Public authorities
can also use SPIs to monitor industry, as highlighted
by RIVM in its literature review of SPIs used in
controlling major hazards, although it cautions that
regulators must measures should be considered
relevant by the industry and practical and valid across
the range of sites subjected to the measures.[15]

Nevertheless, the award of payment bonuses can
generate behaviours that can make them
counterproductive. One main risk is that goals that are
expressed in numerical terms lead often to ‘gaming the
system’ such that the SPIs become a preoccupation
instead of the risk areas they highlight. These can
result in:
•

non‐reporting,

•

adjusting estimates of releases to enter lower
categories

•

rescheduling actions to avoid overdues,

•

using light duty to reduce the number of LTIs and

•

sacrificing quality in favour of quantity.

A good example is the work completed by HSE in the
UK explosives industry [9]. A template has been
produced with SPIs defined for different stages of the
supply chain and unit operations. The SPIs are
designed to cover both leading and lagging indicators.
They will not be appropriate for all operators, but it is
intended that individual companies select those SPIs
which are most useful for their particular operations.
This means that individual companies spend less time
in specifying which SPIs should be measured and can,
instead, make use of the work completed by the
expert group. As such, it is particularly useful for
industries which contain a large number of companies
employing relatively low numbers of people and
where technical resources are limited.

It is therefore necessary for bonus systems to be
carefully designed to guard against these
counterproductive unintended consequences.
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and deficiencies, be they in the plant, the process or
the people, and then establish an operating SMS to
ensure that safe operation is reliable and consistent.
Only then may the introduction of SPI’s add value.

SPI’s should not be regarded as a guaranteed solution
to poor safety performance that will deliver instant
results. For poor safety performers, where leaks and
spills are accepted as the norm, it would be better for
the operator to target first the obvious shortcomings
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